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WHY I S TH I S T H ER AP Y R E L EVANT TODAY?
Many traditional therapies such as Western Medicine, Traditional Chinese Medicine and
even psychological therapies have their limitations as they do not follow a holistic approach.
For example - Western Medicine treats the symptoms but often fails to consider the roots
of an illness.
As a result, people seek alternative solutions for a holistic self-healthcare management. A
new, integrated understanding of medicine is emerging.
While in Hunyuan Qi Therapy we are mainly focusing on the Qi Medicine, and the Consciousness Medicine, we are following a more holistic approach combining and integrating
the best ideas from the different therapies to help people improve their health and recover
from different kind of illnesses.

-------------------------------------Uncut and authentic: In this recorded Q&A
Session Master Liu speaks about the relevance of Hunyuan Qi Therapy in today’s time
--------------------------------------

THE P RO G RAM AT A GL ANC E
•

The world’s most comprehensive program on vital Hunyuan Qi Therapy

•

Based on the methods taught at the world’s first medicine less hospital

•

Two year educational program with flexible learning modules:
- Two face-to-face On-site Modules in Europe – 14 days each module
- Three Online Modules – 24 hours each module
- and various Self-study Modules
as well as additional bi-annual free training week-ends online
together with all Hunyuan Qi Therapy team members world
wide, plus student manuals, dedicated E-books, video and
audio training material, mentoring and coaching!

•

Learn from Master Yuantong Liu; one of the world’s leading
Zhineng Qigong Masters

•

Cutting edge training documentation and multiple online
modules

•

Modules designed to suit different study requirements

•

Certification process as a Hunyuan Qi Therapist
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Inspiration
by Master
Yuantong Liu
THE S E CRE T S OF QI H EAL ING
Healing yourself and others is one of the most rewarding life
journeys that exist on this planet. Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi
Therapy principles and methods are unique in the world.
The complex, yet simple Qi energy healing system is officially
recognized as among the most effective energy healing methodologies. Master Yuantong Liu is one of the very few trained
Zhineng Qigong Masters who is ready to share the profound
knowledge and practice of Hunyuan Qi Therapy with the Western Energy Healers.

THE BE ST M IX T O S UC C EED
This training and certification process will enable you to become
an effective Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi Therapist:
•

•
•
•

Profound understanding and studies of the scientific Hunyuan Qi theories and Zhineng Qigong knowledge
Understanding and applying a huge variety of Qi healing
methods
Skills training through ongoing and in-depth practice and
working with real clients
Intensive development of your own virtue so you live your
fullest potential and you become the best inspiration and
contribution to your clients and the different communities
you are part of.

Often when we experience illness, be it a mental blockage or a
physical sickness, we put all of our focus on the illness itself. But
this can be the very thing that is holding us back from activating our self-healing abilities. Hunyuan Qi Therapy shifts this focus
for us from the illness to the root cause of it. This holistic energy
therapy treats disease with external qi and Zhineng Qigong exercises, enabling us to activate our own self-healing journey.
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“ With an open heart and
mind, control of one’s own
consciousness is not only
possible, but a logical outcome. A properly set healing
intention for yourself and
others is already the start of
a healthier and more authentic life! We must learn
to control our thoughts and
know how to activate the
Hun Yuan Qi for holistic
health promotion to heal
ourselves and others to live
our best life.”
- Master Yuantong Liu, Cofounder of the Hunyuan Qi
Therapy Program -

-------------------

Meet Master
Yuantong Liu

-------------------

THE P RO G RAM IS P ER FEC T FOR YOU, I F YOU HAVE...
•

A passion for learning and achieving full potential of all of your healing abilities.

•

An overwhelming desire to help and uplift others in their holistic healing journey.

•

The commitment to embark in a rigorous program that will challenge your current
mindset/frame of reference, enhance your internal Qi and transform your life and your
healing practice.

•

The yearning to deepen the knowledge of energetic healing, refine your skills and abilities by expanding your knowledge of how the Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Theories are
used for healing

WHAT I S H U N Y UAN QI?
Hunyuan Qi is based on the principles first taught at Dr Pang’s
world-renowned center, also referred to as the “first medicine-less
hospital”.
In the science of Zhineng Qigong, the specific term ‘Hunyuan’ refers to the merging and mixing of substances and their transformation into a new whole entity (or holon).
Everything in the universe is formed through at least two things
merging and transforming – the universe consists of these innumerable holons.
The famous yin-yang symbol represents this principle. Hunyuan Qi
is formed by the unification of the three substances: physical matter, Qi and information substance.

WHAT I S H UN Y UAN QI T H E R APY ?
------------------------Through practicing Zhineng Qigong methods and exRead more about Hunyuan Qi
ercise you activate our own self-healing abilities. This
Therapy in our E-Book
healing is activated internally. Huyuan Qi Therapy is a
“Hunyuan Qi Therapy Fundamentals”
medical treatment facilitated by a trained Hunyuan Qi
-----------------------Therapist or Zhineng Qigong Master that enables us
to also receive positive and holistic health information
substance and Qi externally.
During this therapy, a trained Hunyuan Qi Therapist creates a Qi field, sending Qi and holistic health information
for recovery and rejuvenation, while clearing blockages
and helping you activate your self-healing process.
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IS T H I S TH ER AP Y FOR M E?
Hunyuan Qi Therapy is for anyone who is striving to fulfill
their full potential and increase life force from within. It
is also for anyone seeking a holistic form of healing that
will enable one’s own self-healing abilities.
This therapy can improve the efficacy of medication and
other medical treatments such as surgery. After therapy sessions most people report positive sensations
such as feeling light, peaceful, relaxed and happy. Often
symptoms are relieved straight away.

HOW DOE S T HE T HER AP Y WORK?
-----------------------

Be inspired: Visit our Zhineng
Qigong Science | Hunyuan Qi
Therapy Self-Healing Story Project

Hunyuan Qi Therapy involves healing the body’s membrane function and strengthening the membrane system. Improving the membrane system will improve
health naturally, as all organs, cells, bones, etc. are connected by the membrane system. The membrane
system functions as a pathway through which materials for survival are transported, and is also considered
a “Qi-exchange pathway”.

The objective of Hunyuan Qi Therapy is to get rid of the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - disease, thereby prolonging life and enhancing one’s life
quality. Being a holistic therapy, the focus is the root of
the illness, nourishing the life force through reaching more optimal levels of balance, be it in
the physical, psychosomatic, and/or vital essence realm of being. Yet, contrary to western
science ideology, the paradigm shift of Hunyuan Qi Therapy is its ability to work exclusively
with the inherent and innate ability of the body to heal itself. The focus is the root, not the
illness itself.

WHAT DOE S A T HER AP Y S ES S ION LOOK LI KE?
A Hunyuan Qi Therapy session includes a conversation about your client’s healing intentions and what issues they would like to resolve.
Sessions are very relaxed, open and natural, as this is the best environment for the Qi and
information to create an effect.
As a Hunyuan Qi Therapist you work with your clients on these four levels to help them
reach their health intention:
• Strengthening the functions of your client’s body Qi field
• Strengthening the functions of your client’s membrane system
• Restoring and strengthening the functions of the Qi and blood-exchange pathways
• Changing and evolving negative emotional states, limiting thought processes and behavioral patterns.
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THE ROL E OF A H U N Y UAN QI THERAPI ST
The therapist collects Qi from the universe,
called external Qi and emits this Qi to his or her
client. This is important to know because external universal Qi is ever abundant, and the
client can relax in the knowing that the therapist is not depleting his or her own Qi through
the process.
Depending on the client’s condition and selfhealing progress, the Hunyuan Qi Therapist
may also recommend specific Zhineng Qigong practices that would benefit the client directly. Through practising these exercises, the
client develops his or her own inner wisdom
and may choose to continue the journey as a
practitioner of Zhineng Qigong.
Do you like to familiarize yourself with our international community of already certified Hunyuan Qi Therapists? Find an overview here:
https://hunyuanqitherapy.com/therapists-directory/

Meet your Community
•

45 Hunyuan Qi Therapists international Hunyuan Qi Therapists
from around the world have
    already been certified
•

75 Hunyuan Qi Therapists are
currently in training

These are inspiring and dedicated people
with different professional and cultural backgrounds, nationalities and age groups, all
sharing the vision and intention of holistic
health and well-being. Among them are doctors, acupuncturists, homeopaths, therapists,
coaches, trainers, teachers, psychologists,
students, artists and other experts of the
wellness, health and well-being sector.

TWO YE AR H U N Y UAN QI T H E RAPY PROG RAM CURRICUL UM
The Hunyuan Qi Therapy Curriculum is incorporating different study modules – based on
on-site, online and self-study components. The content, coverage and scope is very comprehensive while the structure allows you to enroll at any time and create a flexible and
personal study plan to best suit your individual requirements.

So how does it work?

•
•
•

• Two face-to-face On-site Modules in Europe – Cyprus (EU) and Austria
(EU) – 14 days each module
• Three Online Modules – 24 hours each module
• and various Self-study Modules
• Bi-annual free training week-ends online together with all Hunyuan Qi
Therapy team members worldwide under the personal guidance of
Master Yuantong Liu and his team
• Student manuals and Student guides
• Dedicated E-books, video and audio training material
• Successful journaling will be taught to assess progress and improve
healing confidence.
Students will be required to work with clients for a couple of hours for the certification
process.
Evaluation will be based on written, oral and practical exams.
Mentoring and coaching about building up a Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi Therapy practice
Please download
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The program is recognized in China as the most advanced system of holistic health and wellbeing, and while its methods were
only made accessible to a privileged few in China for many years,
it is now being taught around the world by Master Yuantong Liu.
He specifically designed the Hunyuan Qi Therapist Training for
students interested in this system dedicated to the principles of
evolution, regeneration and holistic health transformation.
To learn more about the program please visit our website here:
https://hunyuanqitherapy.com/

Inspiration
by Prof. Dr.
Pang Ming

THE ORY AN D P R AC T IC E
Throughout the training the optimum mix of theories and
practices will be offered. The objective of the program is that
you are well equipped to theoretically and by experience understand the power of Hunyuan Qi Therapy and trust your ability
to apply it for yourself and others (e.g. your clients, friends and
family members) and if it’s your intention: to create a living out
of it!

ONG OI NG S U P P ORT
Free online week-end training sessions (xxx hours) twice a year
together with the international Hunyuan Qi Therapy community and facilitated personally by Master Yuantong Liu and Britta
, buddy pairs, ongoing homework & personal assignments, own
research work, a student manual and comprehensive student
guide as well as reading material will support you creating confidence to work for yourself and with your clients.

IN-DE P TH AR EA S OF T H E P R OG RAM:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Aspects and requirements of true and holistic health & wellbeing
Causes, process, location of diseases
Disease prevention
Requirements for transforming the body from one of disease to a healthy state
Comprehensive understanding of the secrets, theories
methods and practical applications of:
o Qi (based on the ZQ distinctions)
o Hunyuan Qi Therapy Healing
o Hunyuan Qi Field Theories
o Different forms of Qi Healing
Skills and techniques of Hunyuan Qi Therapy
Create your readiness to (among others):
o Be a and work as a Hunyuan Qi Therapist
o Set up and create a Qigong mind set and a way of
conscious and authentic live styles
o Control your mind, body functions and emotions with
consciousness
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”Living a life that integrates
with Qigong principles requires that, in addition to
using their minds to command
and combine with each daily
action being performed, practitioners should also be often
aware that they are Zhineng
Qigong practitioners and
should make contributions to
this great cause and also connect with the grand Qi field
of Zhineng Qigong. In this
way, Qigong consciousness
in daily life will be gradually
established and practitioners’ Gongfu will grow fast. (...)
Zhineng Qigong emphasizes
group effect, group practice,
and mutual inspiration and
encouragement.”
- Prof. Dr. Pang Ming - Founder of
Zhineng Qigong Science -

-------------------

Video: Dr Pang Explains the
Basic Principles of External
Hunyuan Qi with English
Subtitles
-------------------

•
•
•

•

•
•

Distance healing
The importance of Intention, Consciousness and New Point in Life Theories for healing
yourself and others
Sufficient knowledge about Human Anatomy e.g.:
o The body: physical and energetic anatomies based on the ZQ perspective
o TCM, 5 Elements, Acupuncture Points and Meridian System, Importance of
Membran System for Qi healing, Qigong Healing methods
o Categories of illnesses
o Key distinctions between Western and Chinese Medicine
Develop Extraordinary Capabilities (EC) for healing others e.g.:
o
Increase your intuitive self and learn to scan and receive information about
different aspects of the client’s illness or problems (content, structure, location etc.)
o
Understand and apply Yi Yuan Ti specifics and abilities to enhance and trust
your EC and by that effectively support the client in his/her healing intentions
Understand the importance and increase of own internal Qi with the purpose to improve your ability for external Fa Qi healing for others
Setting up effective healing sessions with your client:
o Content, structure, process, pricing, mind-set, attitudes and effective ways of being

For more details about the content, please refer to our website:
https://hunyuanqitherapy.com/the-programme/

Results you

Requirements

will achieve

•

Provide others with effective Qi
treatments to activate the selfhealing abilities

•

•

Be confident and capable to be
an effective Hunyuan Qi Therapist

Practice of Zhineng Qigong or other
Qigong or Energy healing systems is
of advantage but not a requirement

•

•

Create a deeper level of your own
health & well-being

Commitment to your own Zhineng
Qigong | Hunyuan Qi Therapy practice for at least 1-2 hours a day

•

•

Grow, evolve and progress in living
your own full potential

Intention to work with the power
and beauty of Hunyuan Qi Therapy
– either for your own progress or
sharing it with others

•

You are in a good and stable mental
and emotional state of health

QUESTIONS ?

-----------------------Register
here
for our
next Q&A Session
-------------------------
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T HE P R O GR AM FACI L I TATORS
Every year Master Yuantong Liu and Britta Stalling are facilitating and organizing the international Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi Therapy program.
This program has already attracted over 100 people from all around the
world.

Master Yuantong Liu

Master Liu has been engaged in Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi Therapy healing and teaching for more than 30 years. He successfully
accomplished the rigorous teachers program in the Zhineng Qigong
Hua Xia Qigong Center - known in the West as the first „medicineless hospital of the world“ (near Beijing) under the guidance of Dr.
Pang Ming. He continued to work closely with Dr. Pang Ming for 10 years. He
has supported the healing of thousands of people. Among other things people healed from mental, chronic and terminal illnesses. He teaches the principles of Zhineng Qigong Healing in his own Qigong Center in China, as well as
in Europe, the USA, Mexico, South Africa, Indonesia and Malaysia. His commitment to traveling globally is based on his vision to share the wisdom, power
and benefits of Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi Therapy with as many people
as possible. Healing, inner wisdom, balance, increased self-awareness, trust
and confidence in sharing the healing methods with others are concrete results of studying and learning from Master Yuantong Liu.

Britta Stalling

The Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi Therapy program and
certification process is coordinated and cofacilitated by
Britta Stalling, who currently lives in South Africa. For
more than 20 years, Britta has studied, practiced and
shared different self-healing & self-empowering methods as well
as Zhineng Qigong Hunyuan Qi Therapy principles. She is teach- - - - - - - - ing and sharing Zhineng Qigong and Hunyuan Qi Therapy interBook an
nationally, e.g. in South Africa, China, the USA and Europe since
individual
2006. Britta works together with Master Yuantong Liu since 2011.
She has been trained by some of the most advanced Interna- consultation
tional Coaches & Trainers from the USA and Europe, as well as by
with Britta
different ZQ Masters from China. Britta has gained unique experiences as a certified Coach and leadership trainer in an interna- - - - - - - - tional training organization focusing on leadership development
and leadership skills. When she moved to South Africa, she developed and
set up an In-house Training Academy in a BPO company. Britta is valued by
her clients of various nationalities and cultural backgrounds for passing on
her knowledge in an authentic and inspiring way.

IN FOR M AT ION & REG I STRATION
Britta Stalling:
Skype:
Website:
Facebook:
Instagram:
LinkedIn:
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T E S TI MON IAL S

Previous participants
share their

experiences:

This program manages to encapsulate my intentions and dreams

Molly - USA
Thank you for the great organization, the so life-enriching offer . During
our online sessions and the on-site training we received a great bag of
tools, I use these tools for my own self-healing and I use them for my
clients Andrea - Germany

It has helped me to leave behind whatever is not needed
Rikhil - India
The way I do natural healing treatments for my clients has completely changed. I am much more successful

Bernhard - Austria
The Hunyuan Qi Therapy community continues to grow, with the intention and commitment to continue on every single year. We will support
many more people as they benefit from this unique teaching.
Reyna - USA
Receiving and giving treatments gives you an insight into
how Hunyuan Qi Therapy actually works. It’s amazing how
Zhineng Qigong Science is the essence of Dr Pang’s teachings, it’s amazingly bright and it can benefit us on all levels
of being.
Andraz - Slovenia

Since I joined the program I have become an inspiration to myself and others.
The program, the exchange, the community adds a new dimension to my life.
“It’s so easy” (Quote Master Liu) HYLT Hao-la Hao Ingrid - Germany
The experience of having treatments and also giving treatments,
experiencing the Qi, the energy, all the organs, muscles and ligaments, the structure of the body - feeling the changes and the benefits the practitioner gains as well as one who is being treated, is
really amazing. This has been something deeply moving me during
this program.
Alexander - Austria

---------------------------------------------------------More testimonials
are featured in this video about the Hunyuan Qi Therapy Program
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We look forward to welcoming you to the program
www.hunyuanqitherapy.com

